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Abstract:

Introduction: Ultrasonography plays a reliable, & important role to evaluate foetal 
biometry and provides valuable information about foetal growth and wellbeing 
frequently used parameters for foetal measurement by this method are the biparietal 
diameter (BPD), head circumference (HC), abdominal circumference (AC) and femur 
length (FL).

These Foetal dimensions depend upon the racial demographic characteristics, 
nutrition, Genetics and various environmental factors of a particular population

Aims And Objectives: Perspective of this investigation  to define and analyse these 
foetal biometric parameters in our local population and to compare them with given 
norms.

Material And Methods : This prospective crossectional study was conducted on 430 
fetuses with a period of gestation between 18 -38 weeks in tertiary hospital from 
july2018-june 2019 . Descriptive STUDY statistics was used to calculate the mean 
with standard deviation and 95% confidence interval (CI) for each  foetal parameters 
in each gestational week.

Results: Mean of BPT and FL in our population are similar to the mean values given by 
Hadlock throughout the pregnancy except near the end of the third trimester when 
our population reveals a slightly lower range of mean values. HC AND AC fall below 
the low range of Hadlock as early as 24 weeks of pregnancy 

Conclusion:  Foetal biometric parameters in the studied population are at lower range 
of established holograms by Hadlock on white fetuses more so with the progression 
of pregnancy.
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Introduction

Recent advances in application of 
sonography as a diagnostic modality 
has revolutionized the management 
and ensured the better fetal can due its 
noninvasive and non-ionizing nature 
besides the cost effectiveness leading to 

its wider acceptability. Foetal biometry 
performed with USG provides most 
reliable, valuable, acceptable and important 
information about foetal growth and 
wellbeing. This methodology is devoted 
to the measurement of various parts of 
foetal anatomy and the growth of these 
foetal parts throughout pregnancy foetal 
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growth is defined as the time dependent changes in body 
dimensions of fetus that occur during pregnancy foetal 
growth in comparison to set standards of foetal biometry 
as per the gestational age can be confirmed by sonographic 
measurement of fetus.1

This standard charts are used by most of the USG machines 
assign gestational age (GA), expected date of delivery  
(EDOD), Estimated foetal birth weight(EFBW)and in 
diagnosing growth disturbances in the fetus. 

Accurate knowledge of gestation age is the key of 
successful antepartum came and for successful planning of 
appropriate intervention or treatment.2

Multiple standard foetal biometric charts are available for 
prediction of gestational age (GA) from the given fetal 
parameters which include measurement of gestational sac, 
crown rump (CRL), fetal biparietal diameter (BPD), head 
circumference (HC), abdominal circumference (AC) and 
femur length. The most frequently used parameters in the 
second and third trimester of pregnancy are the BPD, HC, 
AC and FL

This parameter in the second and third trimester of 
pregnancy are the BPD, HC, AC, and FL.

These parameter are considered as gold standard as they 
collectively asses the GA to the highest degree of accuracy.

Reference ranges for these four parameters of foetal 
biometry by ultrasound were initially reported by 
Hadlock.3-6

USG machine in our country are still using the Hadlock 
standard feotal growth chart and tables as reference for 
estimation of gestational age of foteus were as many 
workers have worked on different population and 
established reference chart pertaining to their on population 
due to difference from monogram.

Since the fotal dimension have been known to depend upon 
the racial characteristic, genetics ,nutrition and various 
environmental factors of a particular population, thus the 
biometric curves obtained from one population may not 
accurately estimate the foetal gestational age when used 
for another population. These study has been conducted 
to define and analyze the mean of four foetal biometry 
Parameter (BPD, FL, SC, AC) for gestational weeks from 

18 to 38 weeks for local population of these region of 
western Maharashtra, India.

Material And Methods 

These study was conducted for a period of one year from 
July 2018 to June 2019.on pregnant females attending 
the department of obstetrics and gynecology and radio 
diagnosis, at K.J SOMAIA MEDICAL COLLEGE AND 
RESEARCH CENTER MUMBAI, For assessment of 
antenatal foetal wellbeing using foetal biometry were 
analyzed. 

Healthy females with regular menses cycle with absence 
of maternal disorder that could affect the normal growth 
of fetus with a known date of last menstrual period (LMP) 
were included in the study. 

This prospective cross sectional study was undertaken on 
the fetus from 18 to 38 weeks of gestation calculated from 
the known LMP of these females 

The females were taken for ultrasonography after they 
completely filled the form duly signed by the radiologist 
conducting sonography and the women undergoing 
sonography 

These obstetrical ultrasound were carried out using 3.5 MHz 
convex transducer on ultrasound machine measurement of 
BPD, HC, AC and FL Of all the fetuses were taken by a 
single radiologist using the standard methods. 

In case any abnormality was detected in the fetus on USG, 
the fetus was not included in the study.

Quantitative data of the fetal parameters were entered in 
the Microsoft excel the analysis was carried out using 
statistical package for social science (SPSS)

The data was evaluated by using the kopmogrov Simonov 
normality test  was found to have non normal distribution. 
Descriptive statistics was used to calculate the mean with 
the standard deviation 95% coefficient interval (C I) for each 
fetal parameter in each gestational week .The percentage of 
difference of mean was calculated for mean values in the 
present study and from the mean of the Hadlocks standard 
reference values . Negative values in percentage of mean 
indicate that fetal biometry values in our study are smaller 
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than Hadlocks values for that gestational age .Graphs were 
used to enhance the clarity of growth trends of various 
fetal parameter’s against the gestational age by LMP and 
to compare means of the present study  to reference values 
given by Hadlocks.3-6

Results

430 pregnant female were included in the study with 237 
(55%) in the second trimester (18-28) weeks and 193(45%) 
in the third trimester (29-38 weeks) of pregnancy.

The age group of females included in the study was from 
20 to 39 years and the gravida range from 1 to 4.  There 
were only 5 cases of gravida 4 rest were from gravida 1 
to 3 .The parity of these females ranged from 1 to 4 with 

any 13 cases of para 4 and 52 with cases of para 3.The 
mean of all biometric parameters (BPD,HC,AC,and FL in 
millimeters) with the standard deviation (SD) against the 
weeks of gestation (as per LMP)along with 95%confidence 
interval (CI) have been presented in table 1 and 2. The 
number of cases studied for each week of gestation has 
been represented by n in these tables.

Mean for HC and AC has followed the trend as that of 
Hadluck till 14 weeks but has fallen to values lower than 
the mean given by the Hadluck in the third trimester with 
a markedly obvious difference. Though the values are 
smaller, the trend of growth for all parameters is the same 
as that of Hadluck. It is also noted that BPD and FL follows 
a regular trend of growth but their rate of growth is less 
than the rate of growth of HC and AC. 

Table. 1 Mean of fetal parameters [in mm] with SD is observed for various gestational weeks of second trimester 
by last menstrual period
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Table 2. Mean of fetal parameters [in mm] with SD is observed for various gestational weeks of third trimester 
by last menstrual period

TABLE 3-6 Compares the mean of four different fetal 
biometric parametersof present study with standard 
reference values by hadlock along with the  percentage  
difference of the mean between the values derived from the 
present investigation to those of Hadlock’S  mean in standard 
reference charts for the given gestational age. The values 

of the 430cases for each parameters (BPD,HC,AC,and FL)
were plotted  against the gestational age by LMP Along 
with the bars for 2 SD and a polynomial regression trend 
line which calculated the R2 for BPD,HC,AC,and FL as 
0.861,0.823,0.858,and0.453, respectively.      

Table 3. Comparison of mean of fetal BPD and FL(in mm)of present study with hadlock’s standard reference 
values for the second trimester along with percentage difference of mean between them .
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Table 4: Comparison of mean of BPD and FL (in mm) of present study with Hadlock’s standard reference values 
of the third trimester along with percentage difference of mean between them

Table 5. Comparison of mean of HC and AC of present study with Hadlock’s standard reference values of second 
trimester along with percentage difference of mean between them

Table 6. Comparison of mean of HC and AC (inmm) of present study with HadlOck’S  Standard reference val-
ues of third trimester along with percentage difference of mean between them
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Discussion

Table 3-6 shows that the percentage difference of the mean 
for BPD varies from. -5 to 8.24 for FL it is from -8.28 to 
6.44, for HC it ranges from -6.89 to 4.55 and for AC the 
the of this difference of mean is -7.50 to 3.70.It is obvious 
the percentage difference of mean is more negative as the 
pregnancy advances showing that values of our means are 
smaller than the standard reference mean values of Hadluck 
in the later part of the pregnancy. This finding is similar 
to the finding reported by Babuta et al2  in their study on 
Indian fetuses from a different geographical region.

Comparison of fetal biometric parameters from various 
studies7-12 reported by authors on different population 
groups in India and other countries has revealed that 
none of the foetal parameters from any of the population 
groups exactly coincide with the reference charts by 
Hadlock or with any other standard reference charts .study 
conducted on white fetuses8-9 have musty shown a higher 
range of mean values than Indian and Asian groups many 
other researchers13-16 that in Asians ,FL and BPD in early 
pregnancy and nearly similar to the standard charts and 
that AC and HC are below the lower range as per standard 
charts .In the third trimester the mean difference for foetal 
parameters increases gradually from the standard values 
. A similar pattern has also been observed in the present 
study for all the foetal parameters. Till date in India, we 
do not have our own population - specific tables for the 
determination of gestational age and use of Western 
nomograms may lead to misdiagnosing fetal growth for 
gestational age in the Indian population.15 

In the present study the measurement were made according 
to the standard protocol by a single experienced, medical 
Sonologist ensuring high quality measurement and 
minimizing inter observer variations, the limitations of the 
study is that data was collected by convenient sampling and 
proper sample size estimation was not done for the study 
population. There are several study on the faetal biometry 
for different ethnic groups living in India but there is no 
standard chart for the Indian population.

Conclusion 

Fetal biometric parameter in the studied population are at 
the lower range of established nomograms by Hadlock on 
white fetus, more so with the progression of pregnancy.
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